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ABSTRACT. A uniqueness theorem is proved for trigonometric series and an- 
other one is proved for multiple trigonometric series. A corollary of the second 
theorem asserts that there are two subsets of the d-dimensional torus, the first 
having a countable number of points and the second having 2d points such that 
whenever a multiple trigonometric series "converges" to zero at each point of 
the former set and also converges absolutely at each point of the latter set, 
then that series must have every coefficient equal to zero. This result remains 
true if "converges" is interpreted as any of the usual modes of convergence, for 
example as "square converges" or as "spherically converges." 

1. RESULTS 

1.1. One dimensional results. 

Definition 1.1. Say that a trigonometric series 
0.0 

(1.1) ?? + E an cOs nx + bn sin nx 
n=1 

converges absolutely at a point x if E`=o IAn(x)j < o0, where Ao = 2 and for 
each positive integer n, An(X) = an cos nx + bn sin nx. 

Definition 1.2. Let H and D be subsets of the torus lF = [0, 2ir). Say that the 
pair (H, D) is uniquely determining for convergence if the only trigonometric series 
which converges to zero at each point of H and converges absolutely at each point 
of D is the series which has all coefficients identically zero. 

For example, Cantor's classical uniqueness theorem asserts that the only trigono- 
metric series everywhere convergent to zero is the series which has all coefficients 
identically zero, or, equivalently, it asserts that (T, 0) is uniquely determining. On 
the other hand, Menshov's trigonometric series which converges to zero almost ev- 
erywhere shows that there is a set E C ?Tof full (Lebesgue) measure, JEl = 2ir, 
such that (E, 0) is not uniquely determining. 

In 1937 Kozlov showed that a very small increase in the size of D allows a great 
decrease in the size of H when he proved the following very interesting theorem 
[K]. 
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Theorem 1.1. There is a countable set H and a set D with two elements such that 
(H, D) is uniquely determining. 

Definition 1.3. Let H and D be subsets of T and let T be a linear method of 
summability. Say that the pair (H, D) is uniquely determining for the method T 
if the only trigonometric series which is T summable to zero at each point of H 
and converges absolutely at each point of D is the series which has all coefficients 
identically zero. 

In order to extend Koslov's theorem to higher dimensions, we found it necessary 
to first establish the following one dimensional generalization. 

Theorem 1.2. Let E C T have full measure and let A be a nonempty open subset 
of T. Then there is a countable set H C E and a set D C A n E with two 
elements such that (H, D) is uniquely determining for any regular linear method of 
summability. 

This theorem will be proved in Section 2 below. 

Corollary 1.1. There is a countable set H and a set D with two elements such 
that (H, D) is uniquely determining for any linear method of summability. 

Proof. Set E = A = T7. 

1.2. Higher dimensional results. We begin by defining a general mode of con- 
vergence for multidimensional series which will include several standard modes of 
convergence as special cases. Let the ordinary one dimensional trigonometric sys- 
tem on T be denoted as T' - {tj(x)}j?O0 where to(x) = 1 and t2i-1(x) = cosix 
and t2i(x) = sin ix for i = 1, 2.... Then define the d-multiple trigonometric sys- 

d 
tem on Td by Td = {Tn(x)}n>o = {f tnj(xj)}n>owhere x =(X1, *.., Xd) c Td 

:1=1 

n = (ni, ..., nd) c d, and n > 0 means that each ni > 0. We will be discussing the 
d-multiple trigonometric series 

cc cc d 

(1.2) E ..E annd H tnj (xj) = anTn(X) 
nj =O nd=O j=1 n>O 

For any k > 0 in Zd we denote 

Ak (X) =anTn (x) 
2k-l<n<2k 

where 1 = (1, ..., 1). Generically, the sum defining Ak has 2d terms, since each nj 
takes on each of the two values 2kj - 1 and 2kj. However, in case some kj = 0, 
we interpret the corresponding inequality, -1 < nj < 0, to mean that nj takes on 
only the value 0. In defining our modes of convergence, we will follow the general 
usage and will always keep the terms in an Ak grouped together. Thus, we will be 
considering d-multiple trigonometric series of the form 

(1.3) EAk(x). 
k>O 
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Definition 1.4. The d-multiple trigonometric series (1.3) converges absolutely at 
the point x if 

(1.4) EIAk(x)I < oo. 
k>O 

Let wfd = {w(N)}1` be a sequence of finite subsets of (Zo)d where Zo is the 
nonnegative integers. Say that this sequence belongs to the class Qd if 

1.w (0) C w(1) C ... C w(N) C ... and 
2. U-0 wu(N) = (Z)d 

Let SN(x) be the following partial sum of the series (1.3): 

SN (X) =E Ak (X) 
kEw(N) 

Definition 1.5. The series (1.3) wfd converges to the number s at the point x if 
limNo SN(X) = S. 

Definition 1.6. If a mode of convergence is such that it can be represented by a 
sequence in Qd, then say that it is an Qd mode of convergence. 

Remark 1.1. It is easy to see that both square convergence and spherical conver- 
gence are examples of Qd modes of convergence. 

Definition 1.7. Let H and D be subsets of Td and let wd be an Qd mode of 
convergence. Say that the pair (H,D) is uniquely determining for the mode wd 
if the only trigonometric series which w d converges to zero at each point of H 
and converges absolutely at each point of D is the series which has all coefficients 
identically zero. 

Theorem 1.3. Let d > 2. Let g C T d have full measure, and let 0 be a nonempty 
open subset of T?d. Then there is a countable set H C E and a set 1 Co n f6 
with 2d elements such that (H, D) is uniquely determining for every Qd mode of 
convergence. 

This theorem will be proved for the case d = 2 in Section 3 below. This is 
sufficient because the proof is purely inductive and no new ideas are required for 
the general case. 

Corollary 1.2. There is a countable set H and a set D with 2d elements such that 
(H, D) is uniquely determining for any Qd mode of convergence. 

Proof. Set E = 0- Tfl 

Corollary 1.3. There is a countable set H and a set D with 2d elements such 
that (H, D) is uniquely determining for each of the following modes of convergence: 
spherical, square, restricted rectangular, unrestricted rectangular, and one way it- 
erated. 

Since the case of one way iterated convergence requires a short separate argu- 
ment, we have placed the proof of this corollary at the end of this paper. 

Remark 1.2. Both of our main theorems have two aspects. First, that a determining 
pair (H, D) exists with H countable and D of cardinality 2d, and, second, that that 
pair can be selected subject to two constraints: that H be contained in a preassigned 
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set of full measure and that D be contained in a (small) preassigned open set. Since 
the first aspect is probably the more interesting, the corollaries have been stated 
in a simpler (although technically weaker) way, with all mention of constraints 
removed. Simpler proofs of the corollaries could be given by omitting the parts of 
the proofs of the main theorems that deal with satisfying the two constraints. 

2. PROOF OF THE ONE DIMENSIONAL THEOREM 

Whenever a and b are real numbers selected from ?T, a + b will be interpreted to 
be addition modulo 2ir. We will frequently make use of the fact that ?T is an abelian 
group under addition. 

Definition 2.1. If a E T and E is a subset of 17, then a + E = {a + e: e C E}. 

Property 1. If E C Tr is any measurable set, then for any real number a the set 
a + E is also measurable and has the same measure. 

Property 2. For any real number t and any nonzero rational number r, the set 
{t + kr: k E Z} is dense in T7. 

Lemma 2.1. Let E C T have full measure. Let A C 1T be a nonempty open interval. 
Then there exists a countable set H C E and a set D C AnE with cardinality(El) = 

#D = 2 such that if the series (1.1) converges absolutely at both points of D, then 
the series (1.1) converges absolutely on all of H also. 

Proof. Let A = (a, f3) and let r be a rational number such that 

(2.1) O<r< . 
4 

By A' we denote the interval concentric with A and having one-fourth its length. 
For any integer k we denote 

(2.2) Ek= kr+E. 

By Property 1, IEkI = JEl = 2ir for each integer k, so fnkEzEkI 
= 2ir also. Let 

(2.3) to c A'l nnEk. 
kEZ 

Then for any integer k, there is a tk E E such that to = tk + kr, whence 

(2.4) tk = (-kr) + to. 

Let 

(2.5) H= {tk: k E Z} 

Since to E A', ti = (-r)+ to also belongs to A and we may choose {to, t1} to be 
D. 

It remains to prove that if the series (1.1) converges absolutely on D, then it also 
converges absolutely on H. We will use the following easily verified trigonometric 
identities: 

(2.6) An(t + h) + An(t - h) = 2An(t) cosrnh for all t, h c R and n c N, and 

(2.7) An(tk) = An(-kr + to). 
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It follows from relations (2.6) and (2.7) that 

(2.8) An(t2) + An(tO) = An(-2r + to) + An(to) = 2An(-r + to) cosnr 
= 2An(t1) cos nr. 

This allows us to deduce the absolute convergence of the series (1.1) at the point 
t2 from the postulated absolute convergence at the points to and t1. The same 
argument extends the absolute convergence of EAn one step at a time, up and 
down the entire arithmetic progression {tk} = H. 

We now pass to the proof of Theorem 1.2. 

Proof. Let M = [amn] be any regular method of summability. Let H = H(E, A) 
and D = D(E, A) be the sets of Lemma 2.1 and assume that 

00 

(2.9) lim am (t) = lim E ZamnAn(t) = 0 for each t E H 
n=O 

and that 
00 00 

(2.10) Z IAn(to)I and E IAn(tl)I are finite, where D = {to,t1} CA. 
n=O n=O 

We have 
00 

(2.11) am(tk) + Um(t-k) = E amnr[Anr-rk + to) + An(rk + to)] 
n=O 

00 

= 2 E amnAn (to) cos rkn 
n=O 

and 
00 

(2.12) am (tk+l) + Um (t-k+l) = 2 Zc amnAn (tl) cos rkn. 
n=O 

It follows from relations (2.9) and (2.11) that 
00 

(2.13) lim E amnAn(to) cos rkn = 0 for all k E Z. 
n=O 

Define a function f by the formula f(x) = Zn=oAn(to)cosnx From the absolute 
convergence of E An(to) follows the uniform convergence of the series defining f. 
Thus f is a continuous function. But summability is consistent with convergence, 
so from relation (2.13) and Lemma 2.1 it follows that f converges to 0 uniformly 
on H. By Property 2, H is dense in T7, so f converges to 0 uniformly on all of T. 
Thus An(to) = 0 for each n > 0. A similar argument starting from t1 instead of to 
shows that An(t1) = 0 for each n > 0. In other words, 

aO = 0 

and for each n > 1 the following system of equations holds: 

an cos nto + bn sin nto = 0, 
an cos nt, + bn sin nt, = 0. 
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But the associated determinants, 

cos nto sin nto sin n (ti - to) d sin nr, 
cos nti sin ntl 

are all nonzero, whence for each n > 1, we have an = bn = 0. C 

3. PROOF OF THE TWO DIMENSIONAL THEOREM 

We will take d = 2 and ease notation by writing (x, y) for (Xi, ..., xd) and so on. 

Lemma 3.1. Let E and E' be subsets of T of full measure and let A and A' be 
nonempty open subsets of T. Let,(H1(E, A), D1(E, A)) and (H1(E', A'), D1(E', A')) 
be the corresponding pairs of sets produced by Lemma 2.1 above. Thus there are 
rational numbers r and r' so that H1(E, A) = {Xi};EZ, where x; = -rj + xo E E, 
for each integer j and D1(E, A) ={xoxi} C EfnA and H1(E', A') = fyJiEZ, 
where yj = -r'j + Yo C E', for each integer j and 1DI(E', A') = {Yo, Yi } C E' n A/'. 
If the series (1.3) converges absolutely on the 4 point set Di (E, A) x D1(E', A'), 
then it also converges absolutely on all of H1 (E, A) x H1 (E', A'). 

Proof. Our hypothesis is that 
00,00 00,00 

(3.1) E IAmn(XOYO)I and E IAmn(Xl,y0)I are finite 
m,n=O,0 m,nr=O,O 

and 
00,00 00,00 

(3.2) E JAmn(XOyi)I and E IAmn(Xlyi)I are finite, 
m,n=O,O m,n=O,O 

where 
2m 2n 

Amn(X7 Y) = E E akltk(x)tl(Y). 
k7=2m-1 1=2n-1 

For any x, y, and h we have 

(3.3) Amn(X + hy ) + Amn(X - h, ) = 2Amn(X) Y)cosmh 

and 

(3.4) Amn(X7y + h) + Amn(Xy y- h) = 2Amn(X7 y)cosnh. 

Just as in the proof of Lemma 2.1 above, setting h = r and using the first equation 
allows us to deduce the absolute convergence of E Amn at each point (xi, yo) from 
condition (3.1) and also at each point (xi, Yi) from condition (3.2). Similarly, for 
each fixed i, setting h = r' and using the second equation, we can now deduce the 
absolute convergence at every (xi, yj) from the just proved absolute convergence at 
the points (Xiyo) and (xi,yi). E 

Lemma 3.2. Let p be any natural number and let H be any infinite subset of T. If 

(3.5) lim aN cost + ON sinpt = 0 for every t E H, 
N---*oo 

then 

(3.6) lim aN = liM ON = 0 
N-*oo N-*oo 
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Proof. Suppose that condition (3.6) does not hold. Then there is a subsequence 

on which PN = /aN 12 + I/N12 is bounded away from zero. Restricting to this 

subsequence and replacing aN and ON by PN and HL respectively, shows that we 
may assume that the sequences {aN} and {JN} are bounded. Now, without loss 
of generality, we may pass to a subsubsequence and assume that {aN} tends to a 
nonzero limit a. By extracting yet one more subsequence we may also assume that 

{JN} tends to a limit f. From condition (3.5) it follows that for each t E H there 
holds the equation a cospt + f sinpt = 0, where a $& 0. This is a contradiction, 
since H is infinite, but a nontrivial trigonometric polynomial of degree 2p can have 
at most 2p zeros on TF. E] 

We now turn to the proof of Theorem 1.3. 

Proof. We may assume that the given open set (9 is the open nonempty rectangle 
i\ x i'. For each y E l: let Sy = {x E Tr: (x, y) E 8} denote the horizontal section 
of 8 at height y and let F = {y E TI: 19yj = 27r}. Apply Fubini's theorem to the 
integral of the characteristic function of 8 over T2 to see that 

(3.7) IF1 = 27r . 

Let (H1 (F, &'), Di (F, i')) be the pair of sets from Lemma 2.1, so that H1 (F, i) = 

ly z Ii C F and D1(F, i') = {yo, Yi} C F n Al\. From the definition of F and the 
former inclusion it follows that 

(3.8) Syj = 27r for every j. 

Letting E= n 8yj and applying condition (3.8) we see that 
jEZ 

(3.9) JEJ = 2ir . 

Again apply Lemma 2.1 to produce a pair of sets (Hi (E, i\), Di (E, i\)) satisfying 
H1(ELA) = {XJ}JEZ C E and Dh(E,LA) = {xo,x1} C Efnl\. Since H1(E, A) x 
H1 (F, z') C 8 and D1 (E, A) x Di (F, A/) c 8 n (, we must now show that 
(H1 (E, i\) x Hi (F. i\), D1 (E, i\) x Di (F. i\)) is uniquely determining for every 
Q2 mode of convergence. So fix an Q2 mode of convergence W2 = {w(N)}NEz and 
assume that E Ak (x) satisfies 

(3.10) lim SN (Xi, Yj) = lim Amn (Xi, yj) = 0 for every (i, j) 
(m,n)Ew(N) 

and that E Ak (x) is absolutely convergent at all 4 points of Di (E, i\) x TD (F, '). 
By Lemma 3.1 we know that 

00,00 

(3.11) E IAmn(Xi,yj)I < 00 for every pair of integers (ij). 
m,n=O,0 

Fix a pair of indices (Z, j). From the proof of Lemma 2.1 we know that there are 
two rational numbers r and r' so that any point (xi, yj) of H1 (E, A) x H1 (F, zl) 
can be written as (-ir + xo, -jr' + Yo). From this there follow the identities 

(3.12) Y3+k = -r'k + y3 and Y-= r'k + y3, k = 1, 2,. 
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From equation (3.4) we know that for any real Tr, 

(3.13) SN(X1, Ty +y3) + SN(X1,-T +Yj,) =2 Amn (XXYj) COT 

(m,n)Ew(N) 

Denote this sum as QN(T). It follows from relation (3.11) that the sequence of 
continuous functions {QN(T )} converges uniformly to a continuous function f (r). 

From conditions (3.10) and (3.11) we see that for each integer k there holds 

(3.14) lim SN(x~,7-kr' + y3) = lim SN(xT, kr' + y) = 0. N---oco N--*coo 

From conditions (3.13) and (3.14) 

f (kr') = liM QN(kr') = 0 for every integer k, 
N---*oo 

and so, taking Property 2, the density of {kr'}, into account, we find that the 
continuous function f must be identically zero. In other words, 

(3.15) lim QN(T) = 0 for every T E T. 
N---*oo 

The uniformity of convergence of QN to f justifies the following interchange of 
order of integration: 

lim S AmL (Xt, Y3) 
(m,L) Ew(N) 

= lim 5 Amn(xi, Yi)2jcosmncost-dr 

(m,n)Ew(N) 

(3.16) !j i (l 0 Amn(X-, Yj) COSnrh cos Lrdr 

(m,n)Ew(N) 

= - f (r) cos bLdT = 0 for every integer l. 
or 

By definition we have 
2m 2L 

(3.17) AmL(X, Y) E E aketk(X)te(y) 
k=2m-1 t=2t-1 

= A -1 (x) cos by + Am (x) sin by, 

where 
2m 2m 

(3.18) A2t-l(x) = > ak,2t,1tk(x) and Am(X) = E ak,2Ltk(x) 
k=2m-1 k==2m-1 

Substituting definition (3.17) into equation (3.16), for every integer l we have 

limo At E A~bz) sin by3 0 

l (m,t)GJ(N) (m,Lt)Ew(N) J 
Since this equation, with x? fixed, holds for every y3 from the infinite set H1 (F, 

z'), we may apply Lemma 3.2 and conclude that 

(3.19) N myim(x?)lim im 5 A (x) =0for each x?. 
N-+oo E M S N--*oo M (N 
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But from equation (3.11) it follows that 
00 00 

(3.20) E AmL(xjY)y)l-E jA 7'(x )costyj +Am(x)sin ty I < oo. 
m=O m=O 

Without loss of generality we may assume that there are infinitely many positive 
integers mj such that 

mi m3 

(3.21) >j EA- (xA IA(x) for every index j. 
m=O m=O 

From the density of H1 (F, i') there exists an integer k so that 
1 

(3.22) IcOStyki - |sintyk| > 2 

Putting relations (3.20) and (3.22) together with the triangle inequality yields 
mj 

S Am-l(x?) CO5LYj + A (x?) sin tyj 
m=O 

mj mm 

> costyj I A Il(x?) - sintyj IJ Am(x?) I 
(3.23) m=O m=O 

> (1costyjI - Isin tyj ) E |A )I 
m=O 

> 1 E 2i,-l(X-,| 
M S 

m=O 
Let j - oc in inequality (3.23) and then use relation (3.20) to see that 

00 

(3.24) E A- I(x? < 00. 
m=O 

From this and relations (3.21) we also have 
00 

(3.25) E A )(x < 00. 
m=O 

Now relation (3.19) amounts to 

lim A =, 
mEWa(N) 

where we define wl(N) to be the section of w(N) at height t. Since t is fixed and 
2 = {w(N)} E q2, it is easy to see that {wL(N)}N=o,1,... is a one dimensional 

regular linear method of summability which we will call T. Since Z is arbitrary, the 
one dimensional trigonometric series E' = Am-l (x) is summable T to zero at each 
point of H1 (E, i\) and, by relation (3.24), is also absolutely convergent on the same 
set. By Theorem 1.2 and definition (3.18), it follows that 

am,2t-1 = 0 for every m = 0, 1, 2, .... 

In a similar way, replacing relation (3.24) with relation (3.25) and so on, we also 
have 

am,2L = 0 for every m = 0,1, 2, .... 
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-But t was an arbitrary nonnegative integer, whence amn = 0 for all nonnegative m 
and n, and our proof is complete. Cl 

It only remains to give the proof of Corollary 1.3. 

Proof. See [AW] for definitions of the five modes of convergence that we have to 
consider. Spherical and square convergence can each be realized as an Qd mode 
of convergence by making an obvious choice for the sequence Wd, so the corollary 
follows immediately in these cases. Since both unrestricted rectangular convergence 
at a point and restricted rectangular convergence at a point imply square conver- 
gence at that point, the corollary for these two methods also follows immediately. 
There remains the case of one way iterated convergence. 

Let H and D be the pair of sets constructed in the proof of Theorem 1.3. Suppose 

that the one way iterated limit limNoo (limMo ZMo EI4~% Amn(x, y)) is 0 for 
every (x, y) in H and that 

M N 

(3.26) E Amn (X,Y)l < 00 
m=O n=O 

at all 4 points of D. By Lemma 3.1, it also follows that relation (3.26) holds at all 
points of H as well. But it is easy to see that whenever a double numerical series 
is absolutely convergent, its one way iterated limit 

M N 

Nlim~o Ei E mn) 
m=O n=O 

and its square limit limM, Z$0 MOE amn coincide. Thus E Amn(x, y) is 
square convergent to 0 at each point of H. Now apply Theorem 1.3. 0 

We thank the referee for a number of corrections and useful suggestions. 
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